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A Cultural History of the Modern Age Vol. 1 2007-08-01 historian philosopher critic playwright journalist and actor egon friedell was a key figure in the extraordinary flowering of viennese
culture between the two world wars his masterpiece a cultural history of the modern age demonstrates the intellectual universality that friedell saw as guarantor of the continuity and regeneration
of european civilization following a brilliant opening essay on cultural history and why it should be studied the first volume begins with an analysis of the transformation of the medieval mind as it
evolved from the black death to the thirty years war the emphasis is on the spiritual and cultural vortex of civilization but friedell never forgets the european roots in pestilence death and
superstition that animate a contrary drive toward reason refinement intellectual curiosity and scientific knowledge while these values reached their apogee during the renaissance friedell shows that
each cultural victory is precarious and europe was always in danger of slipping back into barbarism friedell s historical vision embraces the whole of western culture and its development it is a
consistent probing for the divine in the world s course and is therefore theology it is research into the basic forces of the human soul and is therefore psychology it is the most illuminating presentation
of the forms of state and society and therefore is politics the most varied collection of all art creations and is therefore aesthetics thomas mann regarded friedell as one of the great stylists in the
german language like the works of the great novelist a cultural history of the modern age offers a dramatic history of the last six centuries showing the driving forces of each age the new
introduction provides a fascinating biographical sketch of friedell and his cultural milieu and analyzes his place in intellectual history
Cultural History 2013-03 anna green provides a coherent and accessible introduction to the major theoretical approaches and key concepts within this most diverse of historical fields cultural
history explores the conceptual affective and imaginative worlds of human consciousness as reflected in elite intellectual works as well as everyday social beliefs and practices
Cultural History 2008-11-17 the expression cultural history is generally used today to signal a particular approach to history one which could be applied to any object and is mainly concerned
with the sense men and women from the past gave to the world they lived in in this introduction to cultural history as a subdiscipline the reader will find the key steps in the historical development of
the field from 1850 to the present it surveys different ways in which cultural history has been practised exploring intellectual history the history of ideas and concepts of mentalities of symbols and
representations and of languages and discourses cultural history also maps the territory cultural history most effectively enlightens gender the family and sexuality the body senses and emotions and
images material culture and consumption the media and communication lastly it includes an appendix of biographies of a number of influential cultural historians this concise and accessible introduction
will be an essential volume for any university student studying cultural history
What is Cultural History? 2008-10-29 idea of culture plays an increasingly important part the new edition also surveys the very latest developments in the field and considers the directions that
cultural history may be taking in the twenty first century book jacket
Belgrade A Cultural History 1989-03-07 perched above the confluence of two great rivers the sava and danube belgrade has been home to many civilizations celts romans byzantines bulgars magyars
ottomans and serbs a turkish fortress the focus for a serbian principality an intellectual and artistic center the city grew until it became capital of yugoslavia now it is one of the largest cities in
south eastern europe and capital of the republic of serbia despite many challenges belgrade has resisted assimilation and created a unique cultural identity out of its many contrasting sides sometimes
with surprising consequences
The New Cultural History 2014 michel foucault s history of culture patricia o brien crowds community and ritual in the work of e p thompson and natalie davis suzanne desan local knowledge local
history geertz and beyond aletta biersack literature criticism and historical imagination the literary challenge of hayden white and dominick lacapra lloyd s kramer the american parade representations
of the nineteenth century social order mary ryan texts printing readings roger chartier bodies details and the humanitarian narrative thomas w laqueur seeing culture in a room for a renaissance prince
randolph starn
The Cultural History Reader 2013-07-08 the cultural history reader is the first volume to collect together the distinctive contributions made by cultural historians across the spectrum of
historiographical methods it offers a unique view into the insights to be gained from examining how cultural factors have shaped people s experiences of the world and guided their actions featuring
eleven thematic sections covering everything from childhood to technology and war to popular culture this book bridges disparate themes periods nationalities and religions to present detailed
analyses of a variety of cultural responses and interpretations in diverse historical contexts peter mccaffery and ben marsden use their wealth of experience in teaching and researching cultural history
to identify key topics and to provide the most telling extracts illustrating how different social and cultural factors intersect and link together to give a richer picture of the past in all its surprising
complexity they also provide authoritative and clearly written introductions that contextualize each section and show the ways in which the themes have been handled by different cultural historians
the book provides a detailed and accessible introduction to cultural history as a discipline outlining how it has developed since the eighteenth century and where it differs from related disciplines such
as sociology anthropology and archaeology the cultural history reader is a perfect resource for all students of cultural history and all those interested in how focusing on cultural factors has
shaped our understanding of the past
Varieties of Cultural History 2021 the aim of this book is both to illustrate and to discuss some of the main varieties of cultural history which have emerged since the questioning of what might be
called its classic form exemplified in the work of jacob burckhardt and johan huizinga among the themes of individual chapters are the history of popular culture the history of carnival the history of
mentalities the history of gestures the history of jokes and even the history of dreams the emphasis of both the introduction and the case studies which follow is on the variety of forms taken by
cultural history today the classic model has not been replaced by any new orthodoxy despite the importance of approaches inspired by social and cultural anthropology variety is to be found in the



cultures studied as well as among their historians the case studies included in the volume come not only from europe and in particular from italy but also from the new world especially brazil
particular emphasis is placed on the importance of cultural encounters cultural conflicts and their consequences whether these consequences should be described in terms of mixing syncretism or
synthesis written by one of the leading cultural historians in europe today this book will be of particular interest to students of early modern europe of the encounters between european culture and
the new world and to students and scholars interested in problems of historiography
A Cultural History of Race in the Renaissance and Early Modern Age 2009 how have definitions of race varied and changed over time what impact have religion science and politics had on race
throughout history and how has our concept of it been changed as a result these ambitious questions are answered by 61 experts who drawing on perspectives from history sociology anthropology
literature and medical humanities deepen our understanding of how race has developed conceptually and in reality between antiquity and the present day individual volume editors ensure the cohesion of
the whole and to make it as easy as possible to use chapter titles are identical across each of the volumes this gives the choice of reading about a specific period in one of the volumes or following a
theme across history by reading the relevant chapter in each of the six the six volumes cover 1 antiquity 500 bce 800 ce 2 middle ages 800 1350 3 renaissance and early modern age 1350 1550 4
reformation and enlightenment 1550 1760 5 age of empire and nation state 1760 1920 6 modern and genomic age 1920 2000 themes and chapter titles are definitions of race race environment and
culture race and religion race and science race and politics race and ethnicity race and gender race and body and anti race the page extent is approximately 1 728 pp with c 300 illustrations each
volume opens with notes on contributors a series preface and an introduction and concludes with notes bibliography and an index the cultural histories series a cultural history of race is part of the
cultural histories series titles are available both as printed hardcover sets for libraries needing just one subject or preferring a one off purchase and tangible reference for their shelves or as part of a
fully searchable digital library available to institutions by annual subscription or on perpetual access see bloomsburyculturalhistory com
Vienna 2010 vienna has always retained a sense of intimacy this village has been a crucible of creativity it has both assimilated and resisted cultural influences creating its own sui generis cutlure
parsons has written 16 books including several other guidebooks on vienna
A Cultural History of Childhood and Family: In the age of empire 2022-12-15 a cultural history of childhood and family presents an authoritative survey of history charting the cultural social
economic religious medical and political changes in domestic life
A Cultural History of Youth in the Age of Empire 1954 since the mid 1970s the term zone has often been associated with the post war housing estates on the outskirts of large french cities however it
once referred to a more circumscribed space the zone non aedificandi non building zone which encircled paris 1840 1940 this unusual territory came to occupy a central place in parisian culture by
analysing a wider range of sources from the duration of the zone s existence this study offers a nuanced account of how the area was perceived by successive generations of parisian novelists poets
songwriters artists photographers film makers politicians and town planners
A Cultural History of the Modern Age 2020 a cultural history of childhood and family presents an authoritative survey from ancient times to the present this set of six volumes covers 2800 years
of history charting the cultural social economic religious medical and political changes in domestic life 1 a cultural history of childhood and family in antiquity edited by mary harlow and ray
laurence both university of birmingham 2 a cultural history of childhood and family in the middle ages edited by louise j wilkinson canterbury christ church university 3 a cultural history of childhood
and family in the early modern age edited by sandra cavallo royal holloway university of london and silvia evangelisti university of east anglia 4 a cultural history of childhood and family in the age
of enlightenment edited by elizabeth foyster university of cambridge and james marten marquette university milwaukee 5 a cultural history of childhood and family in the age of empire edited by colin
heywood university of nottingham 6 a cultural history of childhood and family in the modern age edited by joseph m hawes university of memphis and n ray hiner university of kansas each volume discusses
the same themes in its chapters 1 family relationships 2 community 3 economy 4 geography and the environment 5 education 6 life cycle 7 the state 8 faith and religion 9 health and science 10 world
contexts this means readers can either have a broad overview of a period by reading a volume or follow a theme through history by reading the relevant chapter in each volume well illustrated the full
six volume set combines to present the most authoritative and comprehensive survey available on family and childhood through history
A Cultural History of Tragedy in Antiquity 2015-01-28 a cultural history of early modern europe examines the relationships that developed in cities from the time of the late renaissance through to
the napoleonic period exploring culture in the broadest sense by selecting a variety of sources not commonly used in history books such as plays popular songs sketches and documents created by
ordinary people extending from 1480 to 1820 the book traces the flourishing cultural life of key european cities and the opportunities that emerged for ordinary people to engage with new forms of
creative expression such as literature theatre music and dance arranged chronologically each chapter in the volume begins with an overview of the period being discussed and an introduction to the key
figures cultural issues in political religious and social life are addressed in each section providing an insight into life in the cities most important to the creative developments of the time throughout the
book narrative history is balanced with primary sources and illustrations allowing the reader to grasp the cultural changes of the period and their effect on public and private life a cultural history
of early modern europe is ideal for students of early modern european cultural history and early modern europe
The Paris Zone 2012-05-08 following on from his highly acclaimed first publication peter rietbergen s excellent second edition brings the reader up to date with europe s current cultural trends
rietbergen examines the many varied cultural building blocks of europe their importance in the continent s cultural identity and how the perception of europe has changed over the centuries working
chronologically from the beginnings of agricultural society in africa before christ right up to today s mass culture the book studies culture through the media of literature art science technology and



music with thorough revisions on the late twentieth and early twenty first century a wide selection of excerpts lyrics from contemporary songs and illustrations this book is an excellent student
resource for both historical and cultural studies
A Cultural History of Childhood and Family in Antiquity 2019-11-21 a cultural history of theatre presents an authoritative survey from ancient times to the present the set of six volumes covers
a span of 2 500 years tracing the complexity of the interactions between theatre and culture 1 a cultural history of theatre in antiquity 500 bc 1000 ad 2 a cultural history of theatre in the
middle ages 1000 1400 03 a cultural history of theatre in the early modern age 1400 1650 4 a cultural history of theatre in the age of enlightenment 1650 1800 5 a cultural history of theatre in
the age of empire 1800 1920 6 a cultural history of theatre in the modern age 1920 2000
A Cultural History of Early Modern Europe 2006 we are in the midst of a dramatic shift in sensibility and cultural history is the rubric under which a massive doubting and refiguring of our most
cherished historical assumptions is being conducted many historians are coming to suspect that the idea of culture has the power to restore order to the study of the past whatever its potency as an
organizing theme there is no doubt about the power of the term culture to evoke and stand for the depth of the re examination not taking place at a time of deep intellectual disarray culture offers a
provisional nominalist version of coherence whatever the fragmentation of knowledge however centrifugal the spinning of the scholarly wheel culture which even etymologically conveys a sense of
safe nurture warm growth budding or ever present wholeness will shelter us the pc buttons on historians chests today stand not for politically correct but positively cultural from the introduction
more and more scholars are turning to cultural history in order to make sense of the american past this volume brings together nine original essays by some leading practitioners in the field the essays
aim to exhibit the promise of a cultural approach to understanding the range of american experiences from the seventeenth century to the present expanding on the editors pathbreaking the culture of
consumption the contributors to this volume argue for a cultural history that attends closely to language and textuality without losing sight of broad configurations of power that social and
political history at its best has always stressed the authors here freshly examine crucial topics in both private and public life taken together the essays shed new light on the power of culture in the
lives of americans past and present
Europe 2017 the routledge companion to cultural history in the western world is a comprehensive examination of recent discussions and findings in the exciting field of cultural history a synthesis of
how the new cultural history has transformed the study of history the volume is divided into three parts medieval early modern and modern that emphasize the way people made sense of the world
around them contributions cover such themes as material cultures of living mobility and transport cultural exchange and transfer power and conflict emotion and communication and the history of the
senses the focus is on the western world but the notion of the west is a flexible one in bringing together 36 authors from 15 countries the book takes a wide geographical coverage devoting continuous
attention to global connections and the emerging trend of globalization it builds a panorama of the transformation of western identities and the critical ramifications of that evolution from the middle
ages to the twenty first century that offers the reader a wide ranging illustration of the potentials of cultural history as a way of studying the past in a variety of times spaces and aspects of
human experience engaging with historiographical debate and covering a vast range of themes periods and places the routledge companion to cultural history in the western world is the ideal resource
for cultural history students and scholars to understand and advance this dynamic field
A Cultural History of Theatre: A cultural history of theatre in the early Modern Age 2014 this open access volume of a cultural history of youth inthe modern age explores the cultural history of
youth from 1920 to the present day with each chapter dedicated to a specific theme it covers concepts of youth spaces and places education and work leisure and play emotions gender sexuality and
the body belief and ideology authority and agency war and conflict and towards a world history readers can trace one theme throughout history using all six volumes or can gain an in depth
understanding of an individual period a cultural history of youth presents historians scholars and students of related fields with a comprehensive and interdisciplinary overview of youth from ancient
times to modernity with six highly illustrated volumes covering 2 500 years they each focus on a specific period antiquity the medieval age the renaissance the enlightenment the age of empire and the
modern age the open access edition of this book is available under a cc by nd 3 0 license on bloomsburycollections com open access was funded by the social sciences and humanities research council of
canada
A Cultural History of the Human Body 1993-04 music has been significant in social religious and political ritual and in education art and entertainment in all human cultures from antiquity to today
the cultural history of western music presents the first study of music in all its forms ritual classical popular and commercial from antiquity to today the work is divided into 6 volumes with each
volume covering the same topics so readers can either study a period volume or follow a topic across history the volumes are 1 a cultural history of western music in antiquity 2 a cultural history
of western music in the middle ages 3 a cultural history of western music in the renaissance 4 a cultural history of western music in the age of enlightenment 5 a cultural history of western music in the
industrial age 6 a cultural history of western music in the modern age the topics are identity communities and society changing philosophies and ideas about music politics and power musical exchange
and knowledge transfer between the west and the non west musical education popular culture and musical entertainment the places practices and experiences of performance and the development of music
technologies and media the page extent for the pack is approximately 1536 pp each volume opens with notes on contributors and an introduction and concludes with notes bibliography and an index
The Power of Culture 2020-09-01 this volume contains 17 essays with fresh new approaches to cultural history from 17 authors that belong to different academic disciplines including archaeology
art history classical languages ethnology fashion studies history history of ideas history of religion literature studies and media studies making cultural history has sprung out of the research
school for studies in cultural history at stockholm university an interdisciplinary research program focusing on interplays between past and present the authors of this volume display a kaleidoscope



of innovative approaches to traditional academic subjects such as celebrity literary genre prehistoric remains television and historic monuments the perspectives focus on obscure corners and gaps
between the illuminated centers of traditional academic knowledge and create an understanding that all narratives representations and claims of culture and history are in some sense political
challenging disturbing inspirational these essays all make cultural history
The Routledge Companion to Cultural History in the Western World 2022 a cultural history of childhood and family presents an authoritative survey from ancient times to the present this set of six
volumes covers 2800 years of history charting the cultural social economic religious medical and political changes in domestic life 1 a cultural history of childhood and family in antiquity edited by
mary harlow and ray laurence both university of birmingham 2 a cultural history of childhood and family in the middle ages edited by louise j wilkinson canterbury christ church university 3 a cultural
history of childhood and family in the early modern age edited by sandra cavallo royal holloway university of london and silvia evangelisti university of east anglia 4 a cultural history of childhood
and family in the age of enlightenment edited by elizabeth foyster university of cambridge and james marten marquette university milwaukee 5 a cultural history of childhood and family in the age of empire
edited by colin heywood university of nottingham 6 a cultural history of childhood and family in the modern age edited by joseph m hawes university of memphis and n ray hiner university of kansas each
volume discusses the same themes in its chapters 1 family relationships 2 community 3 economy 4 geography and the environment 5 education 6 life cycle 7 the state 8 faith and religion 9 health and
science 10 world contexts this means readers can either have a broad overview of a period by reading a volume or follow a theme through history by reading the relevant chapter in each volume well
illustrated the full six volume set combines to present the most authoritative and comprehensive survey available on family and childhood through history
A Cultural History of Youth in the Modern Age 2023 the past is always an interpretive act from the lens of the present through the lens of critical race theory the essays collected here explore new
analytical models theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches in attempting to reimagine the european renaissance and early modern periods in terms of global expansion awareness and
participation centering race in these periods requires that we acknowledge the people against whom social hierarchies and differential treatment were directed this collection takes europe as its focus
but white europeans are not centred in it and the experiences of black africans asians jews and muslims are not relegated to the margins of a shared history situating europe within a global context
forces the reconsideration of the violence that attends the interaction of peoples both across cultures and enmired within them the less we are attentive to the cultural interactions cross cultural
migrations and global dimensions of the late medieval and early modern periods the less we are forced to recognize the violence intolerance power struggles and enforced suppressions that attend them
A Cultural History of Western Music 2015-01-01 volume three of a cultural history of the modern age finishes a journey that begins with descartes in the first volume and ends with freud and the
psychoanalytical movement in the third volume friedell describes the contents of these books as a series of performances starting with the birth of the man of the modern age followed by flowering of
this epoch and concludes with the death of the modern age this huge landscape provides an intertwining of the material and the cultural the civil and the military from the high points of creative
flowering in europe to death and emptiness the themes convey multiple messages romanticism and liberalism opens the cultural scene encased in a movement from the congress of vienna and its claims of
peaceful co existence to the franco german war the final segment covers the period from bismarck s generation to world war i in each instance the quotidian life of struggle racial religious and social
class is seen through the lens of the mighty figures of the period the works of the period s great figures are shown in the new light of the human search for symbolism the search for superman the rise of
individualism and decline of history as a source for knowledge this third volume is painted in dark colors a foreboding of the world that was to come of political extremes and intellectual
exaggerations the author looks forward to a postmodern europe in which there is a faint glean of light from the other side what actually appeared was the glare of nazism and communism each claiming
the future
Making Cultural History 2020 the book as well as covering the well trodden ground of religion philosophy and social organisation includes chapters on literature art architecture music and science a
special section deals with the influence of indian civilization on the rest of the world condition good
A Cultural History of Disability in Antiquity 2012-05-08 tokyo seems like an ultra modern even postmodern city with its inventive skyscrapers and digitized surfaces but it is also a city where past
present and future coexist where backstreets both inspire science fiction and host wooden temples fox shrines and buddhist statues that evokepast ages in this addition to oxford s cityscapes series
stephen mansfield explores a city rich in diversity tracing its evolution from the founding of its massive stone citadel when it was known as edo through the rise of a merchant class who transformed
the town into a center for art to theemergence of modern tokyo mansfield traces a city of print masters kabuki theater novelists and great architecture which has overcome many disasters from the
1923 earthquake through the fire bombings of world war ii to the 1995 subway gas attacks
A Cultural History of Childhood and Family in the Age of Enlightenment 2023-06-01 a cultural history of western empires presents historians and scholars and students of related fields with the
first comprehensive and interdisciplinary overview of the cultural history of empire from ancient times to modernity with six highly illustrated volumes covering 2500 years this is the definitive reference
work on the subject this volume explores the cultural history of empire in the renaissance covering war trade natural worlds labor mobility sexuality resistance and race
A Cultural History of Race in the Renaissance and Early Modern Age 2017-07-12 this vastly readable and richly illustrated volume examines film as art form technological innovation big business
and cultural bellwether it takes in stars from douglas fairbanks to sly stallone auteurs from d w griffith to martin scorsese and spike lee and genres from the screwball comedy of the 1930s to the
hard body movies of the 1980s to the independent films of the 1990s combining panoramic sweep with detailed commentaries on hundreds of individual films movie made america is a must for any motion
picture enthusiast



A Cultural History of the Modern Age 2017 ranging from aristotle to twentieth century gynecology contributions to this volume trace the semiotics of menstruation from magical act to
evolutionary deficiency the result is the first comprehensive historical study of how menstruation has been understood within various cultural traditions with reference to political and social
institutions and medical and religious practices includes a guide for scholars on bibliographical and archival sources for the study of menstruation
A Cultural History of Theatre in the Early Modern Age 1975 the volumes have no rival in keenness frank unconventionality philosophical sweep and stylistic brilliance said the new york times with all
these virtues a great idea in a state of dismemberment and decay ruled the new republic challenging the opinions of the generally recognized authorities remarked the christian science monitor the yale
review made both the weakness and the force of the cultural history show up in the twilight of this statement it will bring to the untutored reader far more reality than the authoritative text in
which every fact is true and the whole account false
A Cultural History of India 2009 numeracy has shaped human history as much as literacy mathematics has enabled us to measure the cosmos control the earth and create all technological change a
cultural history of mathematics presents the first comprehensive and global history from antiquity to today themes and chapter titles are everyday numeracy practice profession inventing mathematics
mathematics worldviews describing understanding the world mathematics technological change representing mathematics
Tokyo 2021-07 from liverpool and hamburg to ed sullivan and shea stadium it s all here from the improbable decision to fire their original drummer and bring ringo into the band to why they broke up and
who was responsible book jacket
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